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This week’s share
1 3/4 lbs tomatillos (Plaza Latina Giant)
1 bunch carrots (Saint Valery)
3 summer squash (Yellow Crookneck, Costata)
1 zucchini (Costata Romanesco, Mutabile)
1 bunch green onions (Evergreen Hardy Bunching)
1 bunch collard greens (Champion)
1 3/4 lb tomatoes (mixed varieties)
2 oz. basil (Genovese)
5 eggplant (2 Diamond, 3 Ai Qua)
3 cucumbers (2 Mideast Peace, 1 Lemon)
crab apple pressing
Dear CSA friends,
Happy day everyone! We’ve been busy harvesting, pressing, netting, amidst drinking lots of ice water
and having time with good, good friends.
Not only are we thick in the fun of Spearfish Bike Week, Jeremy and I are SO THRILLED to have our most
excellent friends, Avery, Regina, Patrice, and Thomas here to help work and celebrate with us. The week has
been jam-packed with weeding, harvest, coffee and crossword puzzles, Thich Nhat Hanh, cooking and eating
incredible meals together, bike rides, inspiring converstation, and doting on Radish. Will you please stay
forever?

The walk-in cooler is on its way; Jeremy’s father, Dave, and Thomas have been hard at work on it. Harvest is
coming in full and heavy. We are storing boxes and bushel baskets for the shares in the basement, looking
forward to the walk-in. We collected and pressed crab apples this weekend into 6 gallons of cider that is just
starting to bubble. The grape rows in the back are now all netted. We’ve also put up a temporary fence to
keep the birds out of the grapes and away from tangle-danger. The guinea keet is out and about with the big
girls. This little one is big enough and quick enough now to be of little interest to the chickens (who quickly
and horrifically ate all the brothers and sisters). We are enjoying him/her just as much as ever.
Bike Week is going so well, we couldn’t be happier. Thank you all for your support and enthusism for bicycles,
it has meant a lot to us to see so many of our CSA and farm friends out on the Community Ride and at the
different events this week. All our best to share members Kim and Matt who are both riding in the Five-O
this weekend - Pedal power!

Patrice helping with carrot harvest

Cycle Farm at the Saturday morning Farmers Market

covering grapes with netting

A Note About Apples From Our Incredible Friend Regina:
This past week I’ve been walking up and down the streets of Spearfish, oogling over the many apple trees, heavy
with blushing fruits, nearly ready for harvest. Yesterday, Jeremy and I taste-tested a few apples in the back of an
abandoned orchard. We took out a pocket knife and cut several apples in half, excited to see the seeds were
nearly brown and the flavors were mellowing out and becoming more complex and less astringent (two signs of
near-ripeness). In another week or two, we think they’ll be ready to pick.
Since the late 1800s, Spearfish Valley has been a hot spot for apple trees, much like parts of the east coast and
the Pacific Northwest. At one time, between 15,000-16,000 apple varieties were named, grown and eaten on
U.S. soil, but now nearly 80 percent of those varieties have been lost to commerce and only 3,000 unique
varieties remain today. It can be tricky to track down heritage apples because today, only 11 varieties dominate
the market place and chain grocery stores. But it’s not all together impossible. Many heirloom apples are now
succesfully marketed at farmers’ markets and CSAs nationwide. And, around here, there may be rare apple
varieties right in your backyard or down the street! Unlike endangered animals, endangered fruits and
vegetables need to be eaten and celebrated to get them back on our dinner tables, restaurants and markets.
There are so many ways to eat an apple. Next time you collect a bushel, taste them out of hand. Would you like
to eat them as is, or are they a little too tart to eat? Maybe try cooking the flesh down into a sauce, or
dehydrating slices for a snack. You can always dabble with crisps and pies. You may pick some apples that are
so tart, they’re hardly palatable out-of-hand--those apples may be feral or wild apples. These are non-cultivated
varieties that grew naturally, and thus weren’t selected and bred for their flavor and texture. But these apples
are delicious when pressed, strained and fermented into hard cider. The possibilities are endless! Grab a ladder,
don your favorite apple-picking shoes and do a little dance under your favorite apple tree.

This week’s recipe especially selected by
our Regina, Kitchen Wizard, of reginarae.com

Baba Ganouj

Here is a recipe from Mollie Katzen’s original Moosewood Cookbook. SO GOOD! Be mindful to start this recipe
three hours ahead of time. Eggplants can take a long time to cook.
2 medium-sized eggplants
juice from one lemon
1/2 cup tahini
3 medium cloves, crushed
1/2 cup parsley, chopped

1/4 cup finely-minced scallion
1 tablespoon olive oil
sea salt, to taste
pepper, to taste

Cut off the stem-ends of the eggplants and prick them all over with a fork. Place them on an over rack directly,
and let them roast at 375 degrees until completely soft--you’ll know they’re ready when they’re wrinkled and
sagging. Remove from the oven and wait until cool enough to handle. Scoop the insides out and mash well.
Combine with all other ingredients, except the olive oil. Chill the Ganouj completely and drizzle oil over the top
just before serving. If you’d like to get extra fancy, try adding a cup of yogurt or sour cream into the mixture
with a half-teaspoon of cumin and a few dashes of cayenne for a little kick. Serve with pita crackers or crudite (a
fancy-pants way of saying raw vegetables like carrot sticks and sugar snap peas).
Eat well, drink lots of water, and don’t forget to eat those carrot greens!
Your farmers, Trish and Jeremy (and Regina)

